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Plan for Today’s Lecture
Review of Supervised Learning with KNN

Introduction to R

Printing to Standard Output

Variables

Decision Making with ‘If’ Statements

Comments

R Functions



R Programming Language: Why it’s awesome
Language designed by Statisticians for Statisticians

Tool for doing all our computational data analysis:

Data Visualization

General Data Manipulation Tasks

Data Mining

Free and by far the “go to” programming language for statistics

R packages/extensions for statistics you won’t find anywhere else!



R Programming Language: Why it’s not so good
Sometimes slow on large data sets

Not all packages are optimized for large data

So - might take some time

If you hit this wall, maybe try other data science environments:

Python

MATLAB



DataJoy is a web-based R programming environment

That is, it allows us to run our R programs online from a web-browser!

Sign up for an account by registering a: http://www.GetDataJoy.com/ 

I will provide links to example and you just need to click “Run Example”

DataJoy: The Online R Environment

http://www.getdatajoy.com/


DataJoy: Creating a new R Program
Go to https://www.getdatajoy.com/project to see all your programs

Click on “New Project” then “R Project”

Done.

https://www.getdatajoy.com/project


Before we start programming

Start familiarizing yourself with the DataJoy environment

Make sure to experiment and watch how output changes 

Understand all of the program examples



Print function in R
This simple function outputs text on the screen.

Useful if you want to provide instructions or general data statistics

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5679a02a443d2cac5af120b2

 

print(“Hello World!”)

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5679a02a443d2cac5af120b2


Multiple Print functions in R
This simple outputs text on the screen.

Take Away: All programs are processed line-by-line starting from the first.

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/567aee88a1e1c65053fe6d43

print(“Welcome to:”)

print(“STAT2450”)

print(“Introduction to Data Mining with R”)

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/567aee88a1e1c65053fe6d43


Strings and Numerics: Why do we need quotations?

Quotations denotes raw text (aka the string type). Consider the following:

First line prints raw text. Second line evaluates the expression.

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/567af5f4a1e1c65053fe6d45

print(“5 + 7”)

print(5 + 7)

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/567af5f4a1e1c65053fe6d45


Printing Numeric Expressions in R
Supported operations are below. Order of operations is followed as you’d expect.

- multiplication
- exponentiation
- division
- addition
- subtraction

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/567af5f4a1e1c65053fe6d45

print(5 * 7 ^ 2 / 4)

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/567af5f4a1e1c65053fe6d45


Paste function: Merging Strings and Numbers together

The paste function gives us a way to merge multiple items together 

In general, paste accepts any number of input items:

paste(item1, item2, …, itemn)

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/567aff93443d2cac5af120b6

print(paste(“Your bill today is”, (2* 5)))
print(paste(“Your bill today is”, (2* 3)), “dollars. Thanks for coming!”)

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/567aff93443d2cac5af120b6


Functions in R
print and paste are examples of functions

function(argument 1, argument 2, … argument n)

Function Name (ex: paste or print are some examples)

Each input argument is 
separated by a comma

There are a lot of other functions that we will look at throughout this course



Variable Assignment in R
Variables are used to hold values and can be created using the equals operator.

Saves us from having to make changes across an entire file.

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/567b0239443d2cac5af120b8

variable_name = 5
second_variable_name = variable_name + 5

final_output = paste(“The sum is: ”, second_variable_name)
print(final_output)

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/567b0239443d2cac5af120b8


Variable Assignment in R
program_name = "Petting Zoo Analysis"

print(paste("This is my R Program called ", program_name, “Version 6”))

print(paste("The ",program_name," program requires data in this same folder"))

print(paste(program_name, " was created by Steven"))

print(paste(program_name, " is copyrighted by my Research Lab"))



Decision Making with If Statements
Allows us to create conditional code in programming

Will only execute code if some condition is satisfied

a = 5
b = 2
if (a == b){

print(“This code will only be executed if a is equal b”)
}

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569468ad1d2486f244a6935a 

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569468ad1d2486f244a6935a


If Statements: What can we you test?

== Equality

!= Doesn’t Equal

>= Greater than or Equal

<= Lesser than or Equal

> Greater than

< Lesser than

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56946c8d39dc02266e7b023c

if (item1 >= item2){
print(“This will be executed”)

}

Operator

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56946c8d39dc02266e7b023c


If Statements: Else Clause 
When else is specified, the clause will only be executed if a condition does not 
hold true

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56946d511d2486f244a6935c

a = 5
b = 2
if (a == b){

print(“This code will only be executed if a is equal b”)
}else{

print(paste(“Your a value is”, a, “, but it must be”, b))
}

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56946d511d2486f244a6935c


Nesting Multiple If Statements
You can nest if statements within each other for complex logic.

a = 3

b = 6

c = 5

if (a == 3){

if (b==6){

print(“Hello”)

}

if (c>=4){

print(“There”)

}else

print(“World!”)

}

}else{

print(“Goodbye”)

}



Nesting Multiple If Statements
You can nest if statements within each other for complex logic.

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56946e4339dc02266e7b023f

if (condition 1){
if (condition 2){

...
}

}

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56946e4339dc02266e7b023f


We can test for multiple conditions in a single if statement using and, or 

If statements: The and, or operators

a = 3
b = 1
if (a == b || a == 1){

…
}

&& represents “and”, means that both the left and right sides must hold true
|| represents “or”, means either the left or right sides must hold true

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5694711139dc02266e7b0241
 

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5694711139dc02266e7b0241


Comments in R
Allow you to provide documentation for your code for other programmers; first line 
will not be executed:

This way other people can come in and understand complicated bits quickly.

# The code section below will print information about the program itself
print(“Program Version v9.6”)
print(“Created by Yann LeCun”)
...



Putting it all together: Tough Program Example #1
Let’s evaluate the output by hand.

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5694fd3d1d2486f244a6935e

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5694fd3d1d2486f244a6935e


Putting it all together: Tough Program Example #2
Let’s evaluate the output by hand.

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.
com/examples/569500bd39dc02266e7b0244

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569500bd39dc02266e7b0244
https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569500bd39dc02266e7b0244
https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/569500bd39dc02266e7b0244


print(“That’s all for Today.”)
Start Assignment 1 due January 26th at 11:59pm

Start now. Don’t start at the last minute.

Try the R Examples on DataJoy

Office Hours on Mondays at Noon: 1:30pm at Rm. 308 in the Chase Building


